Abstract. Let D be a dynamic set of ordered pairs [x, y] over the set 0, l, , k-of integers. Consider the following operations applied to D:
1. Introduction. Efficient multi-dimensional searching is one of the persistent puzzles of computer science. Many lovely one-dimensional search structures with linear space requirements and guaranteed logarithmic-time maintenance and search algorithms have been discovered. But multi-dimensional structures with similar attractive properties continue to elude discovery.
We present here a new data structure, called a priority search tree, for representing a dynamic set D of ordered pairs Ix, y] over the set 0, 1,. , k-of integers, and a set of algorithms that operate on the priority search tree to implement the following operations:
InsertPair (x, y): Insert a pair Ix, y] into D.
DeletePair (x, y): Delete a pair [x, y] from D.
MinXInRectangle (x0, xl, yl): Given test integers x0, x l, and y l, among all pairs Ix, y] in D such that x0-< x <= x and y <_-y 1, find a pair whose x is minimal.
MaxXInRectangle (x0, xl, yl): Given test integers x0, x l, and y l, among all pairs All the search rectangles have only three sides free; the fourth side is anchored at y0 0.
In 2 we present the simple radix priority search tree, and examine some of its properties. In 3 we elaborate this to the balanced priority search tree. In 4 we discuss a few of the applications to which these priority search trees can be put.
2. Radix priority search trees. First off, let us. simplify the problem somewhat. In the following exposition we assume that the set D of pairs contains no duplicate x values. A restriction like this might or might not occur naturally in a real application.
If not, we can work with a derived set D. consisting of a pair [F(x, y) , y] for every pair [x, y] in D. The function F is a/a invertible encoding function that maps pairs of integers into single integers with the property that differences in x are more significant than differences in y. For example, we might use the function F(x, y)-j*x / y, which maps pairs of integers in the domain 0.. j-to single integers in the range 0.. j2_ _-< k, 1. Other ways of implementing such a function F are left to the reader's imagination.
If Ix, y] pairs are unduplicated in the original problem, then x values are unduplicated in the derived problem. (Going even further, we could accommodate duplicated Ix, y] pairs in the original problem by representing them as unduplicated pairs with associated counts.)
The simple idea that underlies priority search trees is most easily seen from a diagram. Suppose that you wanted to represent the set of pairs in Fig. so that EnumerateRectangle could be executed efficiently on this representation. One good way to do this is to select the pair Ix*, y*] with minimum y, write it at the root of a binary data structure, divide the region in two with a line of constant x, and recursively represent the remaining points in the two subregions in the two subtrees of the root in the same manner.
If one divides the region along the line x x*, then the resulting data structure is the Cartesian tree of Vuillemin [13] . This structure allows very good performance in the average case, but its performance in the worst case is no better than a linear [x*,y*] list. For example, the set of pairs with x =y forces the data structure to degenerate to a linear list.
Fortunately there is no compelling reason to divide the region along the line x--x*. We define a radix priority search tree such that at each recursive level the previous level's x-interval is cut exactly in half (geographically). This is called a radix bisection, and it has two important consequences.
The first is that after at most lg k levels of bisection in x, we encounter a stripe in y that is one unit wide in x. By our nonduplication assumption, there can be at most one pair in D within this stripe. Therefore, even though a radix priority search tree might contain k pairs, it is at most lg k levels deep.
The other important consequence of radix bisection is that a node in a given position in the radix search tree represents a fixed rectangle in x-y space. The only way a pair enters or leaves one of these fixed rectangles is through an updating operation involving that pair. Therefore no lateral data motion is ever required during updating operations; an updating operation only moves down a single spine in the tree. This fact enables a lg k time bound on updating operations. 
upperX).
First consider the InsertPair procedure. To insert a new pair, we begin at the root of the priority search tree. First we discover whether the new pair "beats" the pair already sitting at the root, in the sense that its y-value is smaller. If not, then the new pair is inserted recursively into either the left or right subtree, determined by its x-value. Otherwise, the new pair belongs at the root, so the pair that originally lay at the root is saved, the new pair is put there instead, and the saved pair is inserted recursively into the subtree determined by its x-value.
DeletePair operates in two distinct phases. The first phase locates the pair to be deleted and it operates as a search in an ordered search tree. Once the pair to be deleted has been located its deletion leaves a hole, which is filled by a priority queue tree selection (or a "knock-out tournament") phase [1] , in which a pair of brothers compete for the vacated spot formerly occupied by their father, and then the sons of the victor compete for his former spot, and so on. The second phase completes when the vacant spot has fewer than two sons.
Consider MinXInRectangle applied to a subtree rooted at node t. If t.p.y lies above the top of the constraint rectangle, then because a priority search tree is a priority queue in y, no pair in the subtree rooted at t lies within the constraint rectangle. Otherwise, the solution might be found in the left subtree. If no pair in the left subtree lies within the constraint rectangle, then (and only then) the solution might be found in the right subtree. This is because every constrained pair in the left subtree is better than any constrained pair in the right subtree. Finally, if t.p lies within the constraint rectangle, then it might or might not be the correct solution, depending on whether it is better than the best constrained pair found in a subtree. MaxXInRectangle is entirely symmetric in x.
Next consider MinYInXRange applied to a subtree rooted at node t. If t.p lies within the constraint x-interval, then because a priority search tree is a priority queue in y, t.p is the correct solution. Otherwise, the solution, if it exists, is the better of the solutions of the two subtrees. The tests of middleX against x0 and xl simply guarantee that subtrees that are certain to be fruitless are not explored. These tests also maintain the truth of the second precondition in recursive calls.
Finally Neither MinXlnRectangle nor MinYlnXRange ever visits nodes in classes or 2; this is prevented by the second precondition. The second data structure invariant guarantees at most lg k nodes in each of classes 3, 4, and 5, so every one of these nodes could be visited without violating a logarithmic time bound. Finally, there can be a very large number of nodes in class 6, but these nodes can be grouped into maximal subtrees that are sons of nodes in classes 4 or 5, at most one such son each, so there are at most 2 lg k of these maximal subtrees. Within each of these class-6 subtrees, any t.p.x lies within the interval Ix0.. xl], so MinYlnXRange will be prevented by its second IF statement from exploring beyond the roots of these maximal subtrees.
This shows a time bound for MinYlnXRange that is logarithmic in k.
An identical argument applies to EnumerateRectangle on all node classes except 6. In each of the class-6 maximal subtrees, beyond that subtree's root level EnumerateRectangle can visit a node only if the pair in the node's father was Report'ed. It follows that if EnumerateRectangle in fact enumerates s pairs, it runs in a time bound of lg k+ s. This is true whether or not the enumeration is terminated by the Report function.
The operation of MinXlnRectangle is more subtle, because MinXInRectangle might find its answer deep in a subtree of class-6 nodes. The key observation is that once a single recursive instance of MinXlnRectangle succeeds (in the sense that it returns a valid CondPair), there will be no further recursive calls of MinXInRectangle, and all currently active recursive invocations (of which there can be at most lg k, the length of the longest path in the tree) will succeed. In other words, a top-level call to MinXInRectangle will generate some number of recursive invocations applied to various nodes of the tree that will fail, plus at most lg k invocations applied to other nodes that will succeed. Now how many recursive invocations might fail? We observe that whenever MinXlnRectangle will fail when applied to a class-6 node, then it will fail on its second IF statement, in constant time and without making any further recursive calls. Thus a loose count concludes that MinXlnRectangle can encounter at most 3 lg k nodes of classes 3, 4, and 5, and at most lg k successful nodes, and therefore at most 4 lg k other (failed) class-6 nodes. This confirms a time bound for MinYInXRange that is logarithmic in k. Closer reasoning tightens the constants considerably.
I have tried to code the procedures in Appendix A for clarity. There are several straightforward program transformations that would improve execution time by significant constant factors. The most important of these replace recursion with iteration and division by 2 with a binary shift.
Another important optimization reduces the number of unary (nonbinary) nodes within the tree in many applications. One way of thinking about the algorithms in this section is that a search for x is steered left or right through the tree by the sequence of bits in the binary representation of x, one bit per left/right decision. The definition of RPST can be augmented with a bit count field to allow a single left/right decision to consume several bits of the binary representation of x, thereby eliminating unary nodes for the intermediate bits. Depending on the application, this optimization can result in large reductions of average path length,, with attendant improvements in speed. 3 . Balanced priority search trees. Careful consideration of the literature on search structures suggests that when a radix structure permits certain opeations to be performed in certain asymptotic time bounds, there almost always exists a parallel balanced comparative structure (that is, a structure within which order may be inferred only by comparing with keys that are present in the structure) that permits the same operations to be performed in the same asymptotic time bounds. It would be a surprise and a disappointment if this observation did not also hold true for priority search trees.
Fortunately, it does hold true. A balanced priority search tree is characterized by a fidelity condition and four data structural invariants. The fidelity condition asserts that if the tree is representing a set D of pairs, then each pair of D will appear in the q field of exactly one node of the tree. Thus a balanced priority search tree is also a linear-space data structure.
In a BPST node, unlike a RPST node, two pairs can be recorded" the pair q is chosen for its near-median x-value, while the pair p is chosen for its minimal y-value. Two pairs are necessary because, as we saw in 2, for some sets of pairs it is impossible to satisfy both criteria with the same pair. Any pair Ix, y] in D appears as the q field of exactly one node t, and may also appear as the p field of at most one ancestor.node of t.
The first structural invariant is a standard search tree invariant on q.x. It asserts that with each node t in a balanced priority search tree is associated a. search key interval Ix0.. xl) containing t.q.x, and also containing t.p.x" if t.validP is true. The x-interval associated with the root of the search tree is KeyBound. For any node t, if t.left is not NIL, then the x-interval associated with the node t.left' is Ix0..-t.q.x).
Similarly, if t.right is not NIL, then the x-interval associated with the. node t.right' is |t.q.x.. xl).
The second structural invariant is a priority queue invariant on p.y. The third structural invariant specifies the tlullQ field. It asserts that the field tAuplQ is TRUE if and only if there is some proper ancestor node a of t such that a.valitlP TRUE and a.l t.l. This field allows our algorithms easily to avoid duplicate enumeration of pairs.
The fourth and final structural invariant is a balance invariant inherited from whatever underlying form of balanced tree is chosen. This invariant is usually a relation between weights or path lengths in the left and right subtrees of a node, or on the sequence of "colors" on arcs leading to the node.
The operation necessary for maintaining balance in all known forms of balanced comparative tree is some form of "rotation." [1, p. 454] This is a way of moving some "weight" from the "heavier" subtree of a node to the "lighter" one, thereby preserving the balance invariant that guarantees a maximal path length at most logarithmic in the number of nodes. The BalaneeInfo field in the type of definition allows determination of when and where to do these rotations. Figure 2 shows the standard picture of a single rotation. Lower-case letters indicate points along the x-value line, and also tree nodes whose q.x fields contain those points. Upper-case letters indicate intervals on this line, and also subtrees containing nodes whose l.X and tl.x fields lie within those intervals. All intervals are assumed to include their lower endpoint, and exclude their upper one.
During the priority search tree rotation, the q fields remain unchanged, just as they would in an ordinary balanced tree rotation. The DisposeP and ExtractP procedures are each recursive down at most one path in the tree, so their execution time is at most linear in the length of the longest path in the tree. In a balanced tree, this longest path length is at most logarithmic in the number of nodes in the tree. This means that in a balanced priority search tree BalancedlnsertPair and BalancedDeletePair each run in logarithmic time, except for rotations, and that at most logarithmic extra time is needed for a single rotation.
To attain an overall logarithmic time bound, the number of rotations per updating operation must be bounded by a constant. The usual families of balanced tree, such as AVL [1, pp. [14] , [15] , [16] , and the half-balanced binary trees of Olivie [2] . 4 . Applications. There are many real computer applications involving a large number of data items where the size of the computer to be used mandates a linear-space data structure. All of the applications below require space only linear in the number of data items. In several cases algorithms are known with smaller asymptotic time bounds (generally by a factor of log n) but larger space requirements (generally by the same factor) 10].
In all of the two-dimensional applications below, line segments are taken to be parallel to the x-or y-axis. In my own applications this restriction is not a serious one. But for others it may be, and it is not known in general how essential this restriction is for the existence of fast algorithms. 4.1. On-line intersections in a dynamic set of linear intervals. We can use a priority search tree to represent a dynamic set of linear intervals, letting the x-value of the pair represent the upper endpoint of an interval, and letting its y-value represent the lower endpoint. To enumerate all intervals that share at least one point with a test interval [u.. v|, we use the EnumerateRectangle algorithm to enumerate all pairs whose x-value lies in the interval |u.. LastKey] and whose y-value lies in the interval [FirstKey.. vl.
If the set contains n intervals, then the structure to represent it requires O(n) space, a new interval can be added or an old one deleted in O(log n) time, and all s intervals in the set that intersect a test interval can be enumerated in O(log n + s) time. Results almost as good as this have been discovered previously by McCreight [3] and Guibas and Saxe [4] , and independently by Edelsbrunner [5] , [6] . The improvement over [3] and [5] is that here the parameter k can be ignored because balanced priority search trees are used. The improvement over [4] and [6] is that here the time bound applies to each operation individually, rather than to an average taken over a sequence of operations. [3] , [5] that recursively bisects the y-space, dividing the line segments at each level into three classes" segments that lie entirely above the bisector, segments that lie entirely below it, and segments that are cut by it. Segments that are not cut by the bisector are represented in deeper recursive levels. Segments that are cut by the bisector are represented in two priority search trees" one representing the pieces of the cut segments below the bisector, and one representing those above. In each of these two priority search trees the line segments are now semi-infinite, because they extend to the limit of the (reduced) y space. Therefore the solution from 4.3 carries over for each recursive level, and there are log k such levels, so the translucent (opaque) problem can be solved in O(log n log k(+ s)) time. This is also thought to be a new result.
On-line containments in a dynamic
4.5. On-line point containment in a dynamic set of rectangles. We apply recursive bisection one more time, this time in x. For those rectangles cut by the bisector, we now consider their left and right bisected pieces. These are symmetric, so we describe only how to deal with the right-hand pieces. Each of these rectangular pieces is completely described by the line segment of constant x that is its right-hand side, because its left-hand side is the bisector. The set of these right-hand sides can be handled as in 4.4 above. A point is in one of these rectangular pieces whenever the right-hand side of the piece is visible along a line of increasing x from the point. Therefore the solution is simply log k iterations of the solution of 4.4 above, and one can enumerate the set of all rectangles in a dynamic set of rectangles that contain a test point in O(log n log 2 k+ s) time, a further new result. By now the reader can see how to extend this indefinitely, so we shall next consider a different class of applications.
4.6. Off-line intersections among a set of rectangles. We can enumerate all intersecting pairs among a set of axis-aligned rectangles (rectangles with sides parallel to the axes) by using the plane sweep technique first proposed by Shamos and Hoey [7] . This technique simulates the motion of a horizontal line across a plane from bottom to top, and considers the sequence of cross-sectional slices induced by this line.
For aligned rectangles a cross-sectional slice is a set of horizontal intervals. O(n log n + s). This performance, which has been achieved before with more complex data structures [5] , [10] , is within a constant factor of the best possible worst-case performance.
An application like circuit extraction from IC masks might involve rectangles of several colors, and be concerned only with intersections between.rectangles of different colors. For this purpose one could have a different priority search tree for each color. As the sweep line passes the bottom edge of a red rectangle, for example, the corresponding red horizontal interval would be inserted into the red priority search tree, while the same interval would be used in a EnumerateRectangle operation on every nonred priority search tree. Now arbitrary intersection patterns of red with red rectangles do not increase the time beyond O(n log n). The s term counts only the number of inter-color intersections.
4.7. Memory allocation. Many computer operating systems satisfy dynamic requests for memory according to a first-fit (use the free block of adequate size at the smallest address) or a best-fit (use the smallest free block of adequate size) policy.
One might imagine that a synthesis of these two policies could perform better than either one separately, but at first glance it is not apparent how to organize the free blocks into a single space-efficient structure that will allow the time-efficient implementation of either policy. Now consider a priority search tree (of either kind, but one would probably want to use the radix kind), where the x dimension is an encoding of [free block length, free block address] for uniqueness (see 2) and the y dimension is the free block address. Best-fit can be implemented using only the search tree part of the radix search tree in the obvious way. A first-fit implementation uses MinYlnXRange on an x. range of [neededBlockSize.. largestPossibleBlockSize]. Each of these operations, as well as insertion or removal of free blocks in the structure requires at most logarithmic time. The extra space requirements are minimal: a radix priority search tree for this purpose requires that each free block contain two pointers and a field to hold the length of the free block.
A result similar to this is attributed to McCreight in [2] , and that earlier data structure bears a striking resemblance to a priority search tree. The difference between them is that in the earlier structure, the pair whose y-value is minimal in a subtree not only appears at the root of the subtree, but might also be repeated on a spine all the way down to a leaf of the subtree. In a priority search tree, as in a proper priority queue, pairs are not repeated. The effect of this is that the earlier structure and the priority search tree perform equally well (within constant factors) for all operations except EnumerateRectangle, but the O(long n + s) time bound for EnumerateRectangle cannot be attained with the earlier structure. This is because in the earlier structure enumerations can encounter the same pairs over and over again, often enough.to ruin linearity in s.
5. Open questions. The question that led me from tile trees [3] to priority search trees remains unanswered. I still do not know whether it is possible, for an arbitrary set of n aligned rectangles, to enumerate all s pairs that totally contain one another in linear space and time O(n log n+s). The methods in this paper allow one to determine containment on three edges, but alas, three edges do nota rectangle make. 
